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Purpose 

At Sebert Wood Primary School, we are committed to providing all children the ability to 
master their own handwriting style which will prepare them for later life. Handwriting is a 
movement skill and one which is best taught directly by demonstration, explanation and 
practice. This policy sets out a framework which can be followed by teaching and non-
teaching staff on how we deliver this.   

Our Vision 

We believe that it is crucial that a child’s handwriting becomes a skill that requires little effort 
and thought, so that their creative and physical energy can focus on the content of their 
writing rather than the act of writing. We want children to develop pride and ownership over 
their handwriting and presentation across the curriculum and take it into their future lives.  

 

Intent 

Our aims in handwriting are that all children will: 

• develop a fluent, legible and, eventually, speedy handwriting style;   

• master a clear standard of handwriting that is appropriate for a range of different 

tasks, e.g. quick notes, final write up; 

• develop flow and speed to express themselves creatively and imaginatively across 

the curriculum; 

• automatically use clear formed and joined up writing in all of their pieces of writing.  
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Implementation 

 

EYFS  

In nursery, children combine fine and gross motor skills to develop good pen grip and control. 
Activities to develop gross motor skills include ‘Squiggle Whilst You Wiggle’ and ‘Dough Disco’ 
for fine motor skills. Opportunities for mark making are planned in both the inside and outside 
environments, using a range of materials and experience (e.g. in sand, using chalk). Children 
who are ready to form letters follow the Twinkl Phonics scheme, writing rhymes in the order 
taught at level 2 (s, a, t, p etc.) (see Appendix B). To ensure that correct formation is used, 
the children use 'nip, flip and grip' (see Appendix D). 

 

In reception, children are introduced to letter patterns and formation using the Twinkl 
Phonics scheme. They follow the order of level 2 and 3 (see Appendix B). Rhymes are used in 
phonic sessions for forming letters, such as ‘around the apple and down the leaf’ for letter ‘a’. 
This is taught and reinforced during handwriting lessons and writing activities. At an early 
stage, the children are encouraged to mark make and form letters using a variety of tools and 
multi-sensory methods to ensure they understand the correct formation (writing in the air, 
rainbow writing, crayons, sand writing).   

 

To ensure that correct formation is used, the children use 'nip, flip and grip'. A clear focus on 
correct holding of the pencil and sitting at a table are enforced from the beginning.  This is 
reinforced by adults and posters around the learning areas. Children continue their 
development of fine motor skills with a ‘Moving Monday' session to develop fine motor skills 
and increase the muscles in their hands which they need to write. There are also fine motor 
activities to explore in learning areas all week. During registration each morning, small groups 
of children practise name writing, handwriting skills and letter formation with a member of 
staff, to ensure correct grip and formation is used.  

 

Key Stage 1  

As a whole school we follow the Twinkl Planit Continuous Cursive scheme of work (see 
Appendix C for guidance).  Before the children begin their journey to continuous cursive, we 
ensure they have good letter formation, positioning and pre-cursive attributes. Key Stage 1 
have at least two whole class handwriting sessions per week, where the children practise their 
joins and formation in their handwriting book.   

 

Key Stage 2 

Key Stage 2 pupils also follow the Twinkl Planit Continuous Cursive plan, which takes pupils 

on a journey through the progressive stages outlined in the National Curriculum (see 

Appendix A). It is expected that handwriting is taught discretely by teachers at least two 

times a week in years 3 to 6 and additional time, where possible, is given for pupils to 

practise their skills independently in their handwriting books. 
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The letter ‘x’ 

It is possible to join the letter ‘x’ but we have decided not to teach this, as joined ‘x’s’ tend 

to be awkward to form and can detract from the overall fluency and legibility of 

handwriting. 

Font used 

Teachers should model the Twinkl Continuous Cursive style when writing in front of their 

class and can use the ‘Twinkl Cursive Looped Thin’ font when presenting work to pupils 

electronically. 

Example of font:  

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog  

Provision for Left-Handed Writers 

Left-handed children are encouraged to find a comfortable orientation for their paper, tilted 
to the right, with their ‘helper hand’ placed on the right side of the paper. Pens and pencils 
with specific grips for left-handed writers will be provided, if necessary, to avoid smudging. 

 

Presentation 

All written work should be dated by the child, at top, right-hand side using full date (e.g. 

Thursday 3rd September 2023), and underlined. Maths to use numbered date, e.g. 3.9.2023 

All straight lines will be drawn with a ruler. Younger pupils will need to be taught how to do 

this.  

 

Impact 

The intended impact of this Handwriting Policy on our school is: 

• pupils will be able to master the continuous cursive handwriting style and express 
their ideas in a neat format; 

• pupils will establish a flow and speed which will enable them to write at a speed, as 
to keep up with their creative thoughts; 

• that children will produce a clear standard of handwriting in a natural manner, 
therefore allowing them to concentrate on the content of their writing; 

• within children’s books, and across their Sebert Wood journey, there will be a 
noticeable improvement in their handwriting standard, which will be built upon in 
each year. 
 

Roles and Responsibilities 

• The subject is led by the Writing Lead, who reviews standards, monitors curriculum 
provision and ensures training and resources are up to date. 
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Monitoring 

• Monitoring takes place regularly by the Writing Lead, through sampling children’s work, 
talking to children about writing and lesson observations. Feedback will be given to the 
members of staff, SLT and link governor. 

• Link governors will carry out monitoring visits and activities and speak to the Writing Lead. 
Information gathered will be reported to the Writing Lead, SLT and the governing body. 
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 
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